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PROCESS:

1. Listen for when I clap AND what number you hear ON a clap.
2. Practice with students
3. This is the A section. You are frozen here. The B section is where the mvmt is.

Travel ONLY when you hear the phrase "move it around the room"
4. Perform



New YearS Drum Circle CHECK-IN

PROCESS #1:
● Echo each pattern w/body percussion
● Perform 4 beat patterns w/those patterns
● Take m. 2 away. S replace with their own
● Take m. 1 away. S replace with their own
● ½ class pat (drums), ½ class clap (sticks/small perc)

○ Explore which patterns are best with which instruments

DRUM CIRCLE:
● Set up: Drum, Sticks, Body Percussion pattern around circle
● Teach the signal "Discipline means it's time to stop!" (or put in your own words)
● Layer: Clap beat, add sticks, add drums. Jam! T: counts "1,2,3,4" S play signal
● Check in with 5 or 5 students. Move over one. Repeat
● For early elem: Have spots with no instruments. They can skip or gallop in the middle!



Billions of Bricks: Playing with Rhythm Building Bricks
Lesson by Austin Stout

Building Bricks in 2/4 meter (Elementaria, p. 17)

Children’s Literature Connection: Read the book, “Billions of Bricks”, by
Kurt Cyrus. Afterwards make a connection between bricks used for
construction and rhythm building bricks–both are small units that can be
combined to make something bigger!

Imitation with Building Bricks: Use model words with a construction
theme and chant combinations of one, two, or four building bricks for
students to imitate. Begin with speech only. Later students will imitate
rhythms with body percussion or unpitched percussion instruments.

Rhythmic Piece (based on Rhythmische Ubung, No. 3/Keetman): Create four groups and assign
each group a building brick (dump truck, traffic cone,
excavator, and dirt). Choose, or allow students to
choose, an unpitched percussion instrument for each
brick.

Chant the bricks individually and students will
respond by playing their instrument when their brick
is spoken. When groups are successful at responding,
combine two building bricks. Each group responds
when called.

Display the visual of phrase one of RU#3. Students will chant the building bricks, then transfer
the rhythm to their instruments. Students will only play on their assigned brick. Repeat the
process with phrase two, then combine both phrases.



Rhythmic Piece Rotation: Begin with students in the groups they have learned the rhythmic piece
in. Establish the rotation direction and how to pick up/put down instruments. Chant the rhyme
below and rotate to the next group. Students will have a new part to play within the rhythmic
piece. Continue until students have had a chance to play all of the parts.

Rotation Chant
Two, four, six

another batch of bricks.
We’ll try them all and build a wall

Two, four, six

Cooperative Learning Project: Display the visual of the rhythmic piece. Analyze each line, drawing
attention to the repetition and form in each phrase. As a class, create and perform several eight
beat patterns using the rhythm building bricks. After several patterns have been modeled,
students will create their own pattern.

Students pair up and share their pattern with their partner. After both students have shared their
pattern, they will find a way to combine them to create a longer rhythm. When they have found a
solution and practice clapping/chanting the rhythm, they will raise their hand to check in with the
teacher. If they are successful in performing their rhythmic piece together, they may choose
instruments to play the pattern with.

When all students have had a chance to practice their piece with instruments, they will share their
work with the class through an in-class performance, grand rondo, pair-share and switch, or a
gallery walk.

Gradual Improvisation: Begin with the original rhythmic piece. Students will chant and play the
rhythm of the building bricks. Remove building bricks from two places in the piece. Students will
chant and play again, this time choosing to fill in the blank spots with any building brick of their
choice. Continue removing one or two bricks at a time, allowing students more choices and
chances to improvise each time. It is recommended that the last building brick remains as “dirt”
(ta/rest), to assist students with finishing the improvisation. Read the book a second time,
inserting the improvisation after every page turn (or two).



Tideo: Focus on the Orff Schulwerk Process

This has been a favorite in my repertoire for years. The students enjoy the song, dance and
instrumental parts. It’s a great piece for isolating 16th notes and revisiting in later years for high
do. I use it in mid to late 3rd grade. It was originally printed as a play party song from Indiana in
the early 1900’s. It is unclear if it is from Indiana, but most likely comes from the midwest based
on printed resources. It was also a fiddle tune.

Improvisation: Begin with body percussion improvisation, focusing on 16th note patterns. For
example: “Please make your first beat of improvisation start with du-te-de-te.” Sing Tideo and
take turns with improvisation in the circle. Teacher sings the song until students are familiar with
the tune and can sing independently.

Dance: Introduce Tideo dance in longways formations of 3-5 partners.

Instrumental Process:
1. Introduce body percussion (BP)

a. BX/AX- crossover bordun
b. GL- clap on Tideo (have students identify “special word”)
c. Tambourine- snap on Tideo with high do (have students identify the difference of

Tideo.)
d. Transfer to instruments

i. Have all students set up the BX/AX part
ii. Begin layering in other instruments

e. Perform piece
f. Decode with manipulatives

2. Possible Extensions
a. Composition

i. Students compose with 16th notes
ii. Create rondo form

b. Solfege notation
i. Revisit this in 4th/5th and identify the high do in the song (melody)

1. Consider inviting younger classes to dance while older ones play
accompaniment. It’s a great way to create community and introduce
the dance to younger students.




